
I choose
"age" and
"bmi" as the
independent
variables,
because they
are numerical
variables.

I choose "charges" as
dependent variables.

My goal is to find the
linear relationship
among these three
variables; and
hopefully, use the data
of "age" and "bmi" to
predict the "charges".

For now, I am focusing
on people who are not
smokers.

I centered the
independent variables,
same with "bmi".



I changed "charge" to
"charge_thousand" just
want to have smaller
numbers in my
outcome.

I applied a very simple model
arbitrarily to see what the outcome
will look like, so that I can improve
from there.



Following are the posterior distributions and summaries I got from the model.





Here is the posterior
predictive samples I got
from my first naive model.

To me, seems like the
predictive samples
match well with the
observed data.

Here I got discrepancies
between the observed
data and the predicted
data. My understanding
is that the samples
from the prediction
were dragged towards
the outliers.

The prediction in this
range is significantly
off. I think this is
resulted from the
assumption that the
"y(charges)" follows
normal distribution?

My question is how to
restrict my "y" to
positive numbers.



I also did a quick plot to have a glance at
the correlation between "age" and "bmi".

I calculated the
covariance and
correlation
between 2
independent
variables. It seems
like they are not
highly correlated



I borrowed the plotting
code from the example
of "LKJ Cholesky
Covariance Prior for
Multivariate Normal
Models" and plotted
these 2 variables -- (x =
age_c, y= bmi_c)



Messages while running the
model_naive

To learn the knowledge about
"confounding effects" in
multi-variances linear models.
I applied and compared the
following three models --
i) same model as the "naive
one" with both "age" and
"bmi" as independent
variables.

ii) a simple linear regression
model with only "age(x1)" as
the independent variable.

iii)  a simple linear regression
model with only "bmi(x2)" as
the independent variable.





When "bmi" is the only
variable, it will have a
lager influence on
"charge"; while the
influence of "age" is
pretty much the same
in both models.

I can describe the
result, but I am not
sure how to interpret
it. What is this
difference indicating?

From the first naive model, I noticed
that the posterior predictions of
charges were dragged towards the
outliers in the observed data. I thought
it could be helpful to assume
"y(charges)" as Student-T distribution.

Self Note -- What is the difference
between HalfCauchy and HalfNormal?

I got these warning messages after
sampling. Can I ask what they are
indicating?



But then when I looked at the posterior summaries, and especially the posterior predictions,
very funny results showed up...



Though still very
close to 0, the beta
related to "bmi"
turns to 0. This does
not make much
sense to me,
because when
passed a certain
range, the higher the
bmi, the less healthy
the person might be,
which may lead to a
higher expense on
the health insurance
charge.



The whole range falls
below 0.



The funniest thing is here...

Seems like part of the
samples did a good job in
matching the observed data.

I have no idea what they are
doing here...

I don't understand why I got
these samples.

The mean distribution of all
the predicted samples is 0 all
along the axis...



Given that very funny outcome
on my 2nd trial of my model, I
tried to change my priors to
Student-T distribution instead. 

I could be wrong, but I was
hoping that putting the
Student-T distribution on my
priors would make them less
informative, so that the
discrepancy between posterior
predictions and the observed
data could be narrowed.  

I set the freedom as 30/29
(1+1/29), which now I don't
think it is necessary because it is
the prior distribution.I picked
the number >1 when writing this
model because I learned from
the book that larger freedom
works better with data having
more outliers...





However, the posterior
prediction here (after
changing the prior
distribution from Normal
distribution to Student-T
distribution) didn't help
narrow the discrepancy.



I tried some methods to see if there is a way to force y_pred to only positive numbers.
I thought the exponential function might be helpful, but it failed...

Can I ask for some examples forcing the y_pred to positive numbers so that I can learn
from it?







I also plotted the distribution of the variables, next I want to try ( and I am wondering if the
following idea reasonable at all) --

I want to have some
assumption on my independent
variables based on my
observation of the distribution
here (assuming that my
observation is my knowledge of
the data), then sample the
independent variables.

The data contains more people
in young age group, but I want
to try put the uniform
distribution here, range around
[-22, 25].



The for the data of centered
bmi, I will assume the normal
distribution.

Then I want to get the
posterior predictive samples of
these two variables to see if
the predictions will agree with
the data.

If it does, I want to use my
samples as the input data to
predict the charges. 

I am actually not sure why have
to do this... I am just curious if
my target prediction (the
insurance charges in this
dataset) can be improved by
doing this.

Here is the distribution of the
charges, and I want to ask
about the advice on how to
force the y_pred to positive
numbers.


